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Abstract During the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission’s deep-dip #2 campaign
of 17–22 April 2015, spacecraft instruments observed all of the physical parameters needed to assess the
photo-chemical-equilibrium (PCE) explanation for ionospheric variability at a fixed altitude (135 km) near
the peak of the Martian ionosphere. MAVEN measurements of electron density, electron temperature,
neutral CO2 density, and solar irradiance were collected during 28 orbits. When inserted into the PCE
equation, the measurements of varying PCE drivers correlated with the observed electron density
variations to within instrumental uncertainty levels. The dominant source of this positive correlation was
the variability of CO2 densities associated with the longitudinal wave-2 component of nonmigrating tides
in the Martian thermosphere.

1. Introduction

Prior to the arrival of the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) mission to Mars, the basic struc-
ture and variability of the Martian ionosphere had been studied by three types of observations: (a) radio
occultation experiments from several missions, (b) in situ probes by the two Viking landers, and (3) the radar
experiments on Mars Express (MEX) and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO). The Mars Advanced Radar for
Subsurface and Ionosphere Sounding (MARSIS) instrument on MEX continues to provide large data sets for
(a) election density profiles above the height of maximum density and (b) integrals of electron density
profiles, i.e., total electron content (TEC) data. The MEX radio occultation experiments also continue to
produce electron density profiles Ne(h). Finally, the SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) experiment on the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter is a second major source of TEC data (Campbell & Watters, 2016). Comprehensive
reviews of pre-MAVEN ionospheric observations and models appear in Withers (2009), Haider et al. (2011),
and Haider and Mahajan (2014).

With the exception of the two Viking landers, none of the ionospheric measurements mentioned above was
accompanied by simultaneous in situ observations of neutral and plasma compositions and temperatures.
This lack of information about atmospheric parameters needed to understand ionospheric processes resulted
in virtually all prior studies of ionospheric variability at Mars to consider the only forcing parameter that could
be measured—solar flux changes observed from Earth. These include solar proxies such as the F10.7 radio flux
or direct spectral irradiance measurements from the Extreme Ultraviolet Variability Experiment on the Solar
Dynamics Observatory or the Thermosphere, Ionosphere Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED)-Solar Extreme
Ultraviolet Experiment (SEE). A very substantial yield came from these studies of solar-induced variability
associated with the full range of time scales of solar activity. These included (a) solar flare effects (Gurnett
et al., 2005, 2008; Lollo et al., 2012; Mendillo et al., 2006) on time scales of minutes, (b) day-to-day solar irra-
diance effects (Martinis et al., 2003; Mendillo et al., 2003, 2011; Rishbeth & Mendillo, 2004), (c) monthly solar
active regions (Mendillo et al., 2013a; Venkateswara Rao et al., 2014; Withers & Mendillo, 2005), and (d) solar
cycle time frames (Mendillo et al., 2013a, 2016; Sanchez-Cano et al., 2015; Withers et al., 2015). The MAVEN
mission, with its suite of plasma, neutral atmosphere, and solar measurements, overcame the limitation of
studying ionospheric variability at Mars by using only solar observations from Earth.

Here we describe the first MAVEN-based study of ionospheric variability using a comprehensive set of solar,
atmospheric, and plasma parameters. To do so, we select an altitude where plasma dynamics is not important
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(h = 135 km), and thus, a closed set of internal parameters can be used within the theoretical framework of
photo-chemical-equilibrium (PCE). MAVEN’s 6 day observational campaign of 17–22 April 2015 was the sec-
ond of its “deep-dip” observing periods when periapse was lowered from its nominal height of ~150 km to a
height in the 125–130 km range. The deep-dip #2 orbits provided the optimal conditions for a rigorous appli-
cation of PCE principles—midday hours near the subsolar point—under quiet Sun conditions. The initial
report of in situ observations during this period showed substantial variability in the neutral atmosphere
(Figure 5 in Bougher et al., 2015). Our first study of ionospheric observations during this period used total
ion density observations that had not yet been fully calibrated, and their magnitudes were consistently below
predictions from the Mars Initial Reference Ionosphere model (Mendillo et al., 2015). Nevertheless, their orbit-
by-orbit relative variabilities were reliable, as shown in Table S1 (supporting information) in Mendillo et al.
(2015), and they pointed to the need of follow-up studies. We now relate fully calibrated solar observations,
neutral atmosphere densities, and ionospheric electron densities and electron temperatures made by
MAVEN during its deep-dip #2 campaign of April 2015. With 28 orbital passes encountering the 135 km
altitude point on either side of periapse, the MAVEN observations offer the functional equivalent of 56
Viking lander data sets—but with much improved instrumentation and the first ever solar observations made
from Mars.

2. Observations

MAVEN’s observations during the 17–22 April 2015 period occurred when Mars was at orbital longitudes (Ls)
of ~330°, corresponding to northern hemisphere spring, and a distance from the Sun of ~1.48 AU. MAVEN’s
orbit has inclination = 75° and period = 4.5 h. This results in 5.47 orbits per day with similar, but not identical,
samplings in latitude and local time (and therefore solar zenith angle). This campaign provides all of the cru-
cial data sets required to assess photo-chemical-equilibrium (PCE) values of electron density. To do so, we
select a height of 135 km to ensure that PCE theory is fully applicable. As shown in many modeling studies,
plasma dynamics starts to become important at heights above ~170 km (e.g., see Figure 16 in Mendillo et al.,
2011, and references therein). A study at ~135 km is essentially equivalent to a study at the height of daytime
maximum electron density (hmax is typically ~125–130 km), and thus, our findings have direct relevance to
the dominant component (M2 layer) of the Martian ionosphere.

The data sets we use at 135 km come from MAVEN’s following instruments: (a) the Neutral Gas and Ion
Mass Spectrometer (NGIMS) measurements of the abundance of the major constituent of the Martian
neutral atmosphere that is ionized (CO2) (Mahaffy et al., 2014), (b) the Langmuir Probe and Wave (LPW)
values of electron density and electron temperature (Andersson et al., 2015), and (c) the Solar Extreme
Ultraviolet Monitor (EUVM) first ever observations of the solar irradiance (flux versus wavelength) at
Mars. Given that EUVM does not make its full set of observations at periapse heights near 130 km, we
will assess solar input via a combination of key wavelengths observed, model representations, and calcu-
lations of photon absorption with altitude (Eparvier et al., 2015; Thiemann et al., 2017). The satellite ephe-
meris provides the solar zenith angle (SZA) at 135 km for each of the orbits, with all altitudes quoted
using areodetic heights.

During a deep-dip campaign, MAVEN instruments operate to an altitude approximately two atmospheric
scale heights lower than during a nominal periapse orbit, and thus, denser neutral atmospheres and iono-
spheres are sampled. In situ instrument performance can be affected under such conditions, and thus, we will
treat the inbound encounters of 135 km separately from the outbound encounters of the same altitude. Our
goal of studying individual parameter variability at similar latitudes and local times is thus preserved by this
approach. For example, while the calibration of NGIMS CO2 values to absolute values (“accuracy”) can have an
uncertainty of ≤20% for inbound/outbound orbit segments, their relative orbit-to-orbit uncertainty values
(“precision”) are smaller (<5%). Moreover, as will be described below, we will average the three consecutive
values spanning 135 km and that reduces the uncertainty further.

3. Context and Goals

The relevance of the MAVEN observations to ionospheric PCE conditions arises from the processes at 135 km
for plasma production (P), loss (L), and motion (M). As described in many textbooks (Prölss, 2004; Ratcliffe,
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1960; Rishbeth & Garriot, 1969; Schunk & Nagy, 2009), PCE systems are well understood, and so only the brief-
est of reviews will be sufficient for our purposes:

ionospheric continuity equation:
dNe

dt
¼ P þ LþM (1)

where P, L, and M denote changes due to solar production, chemical loss, and plasma motion.

For ionospheric production (P), the solar flux reaching 135 km (Fsun)135 km ionizes the CO2 there

Fsunð Þ135 km þ CO2ð Þ135 km → COþ
2 þ e�

� �
135 km (2)

followed by rapid ion transformation chemistry:

COþ
2 þ O→Oþ

2 þ CO (3)

yielding a plasma of O2
+ and e� at 135 km.

ionospheric chemical loss Lð Þ:Oþ
2 þ e� →

α
Oþ O (4)

occurs at 135 km with a reaction rate (loss coefficient) α.

As we shall see, while MAVEN instruments can provide the neutral and plasma parameters at 135 km, solar
irradiances are available only for “top of the atmosphere” conditions (Fsun)top. As a first approximation, we will
assume that (Fsun)135 km is a constant fraction of (Fsun)top for the 6 days of quiescent solar conditions.
Combining that constant with all of the photochemical constants related to cross sections, ionization efficien-
cies, and scale height into a single constant (K) and denoting solar flux as simply Fsun, we get the following
representational conditions of PCE at 135 km:

P ¼ dNe

dt
¼ K � Fsun � cos SZAð Þ � n CO2ð Þ (5)

L ¼ �dNe

dt
¼ �α NeN Oþ

2

� �
≅ � α N2

e; (6)

where Fsun is the subsolar point flux and cos (SZA) accounts for nonsubsolar conditions near the production
peak (Fox & Yeager, 2006; Rishbeth & Garriot, 1969). Charge neutrality results in N(O2

+) ~ Ne and the loss
coefficient is

α ¼ 2:4� 10�7 300=Teð Þ0:7 (7)

(Schunk & Nagy, 2009).

For ionospheric conditions where plasma dynamics is negligible (as found in the dense neutral atmosphere
near 135 km), and for time periods when the electron density is not changing rapidly (as found for midday
conditions), both the dNe/dt and M terms in equation (1) are approximately zero. This defines the formal
photo-chemical-equilibrium (PCE) condition to be |P| = |L|, and thus, equating (5) and (6) gives

N2
e ¼ K � Fsun cos SZAð Þn CO2ð Þ Teð Þ0:7

2:4� 10�7 300ð Þ0:7
¼ Costant� FPCE

(8)

where

constant ¼ K

2:4�10�7 300ð Þ0:7 (9)

and

FPCE ¼ Fsun cos SZAð Þ n CO2ð Þ Teð Þ0:7 (10)
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with Fsun at the top of the atmosphere and SZA, n(CO2), and Te measured at 135 km where the electron
density Ne is observed.

This results in the specific PCE condition to test using five parameters provided by MAVEN data sets:

N2
e e FPCE (11)

4. Analysis
4.1. Testing Photo-Chemical-Equilibrium Conditions

For each of the 28 MAVEN deep-dip #2 orbits, there are two sets of observations at a fixed height of 135 km—

those before and after periapse. The parameters used from LPW and NGIMS are Ne, Te, and n(CO2) at a specific
SZA. For the solar irradiance, we used the MAVEN Level-3 data product of daily values derived from EUV irra-
diance observations summed over the wavelength range of 5 to 90 nm (CO2 is ionized at wavelengths less
than 90.04 nm). Since we are dealing with the M2 layer of the Martian ionosphere, the soft X-ray wavelength
below 5 nm was not used (they penetrate to ~110 km to form theM1 layer, as recently discussed in Mendillo
et al. (2017)). As described above, we decided to treat the inbound/outbound observations as independent

Figure 1. (first to fifth panels) Values of Ne, SZA, CO2, Te, and irradiance for outbound orbits 1058 through 1086 during the deep dip campaign of April 2015. Typically,
five to six orbits occur each day, as shown on the lower axis.
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data sets as a check on results obtained. A benefit of the outbound
observations was that they were all clustered about the equator
with <latitude> = �0.2° ± 0.5°, while the inbound data have
<latitude> = �7.4° ± 2.4°. As will be shown in later sections
(Figures 5–7), regions sampled have a good distribution in longi-
tude but do not include the latitudes (30°–90°S) of strongest crustal
magnetic fields within the 150°–210°E longitude region and iono-
spheric variability associated with them (Mendillo et al., 2013b).

We thus begin with outbound data at 135 km averaged from the
three values spanning 135 km (typically covering ~2 km). Figure 1
portrays the 28 orbit-by-orbit outbound values for Ne, SZA, n(CO2),
Te, and solar EUV. Table 1 summarizes their mean values and stan-
dard deviations (top rows), while the bottom three rows give values
for the functional dependences actually used for Ne and SZA in
equation (10), i.e., Ne

2, cos (SZA), and Te
0.7.

Inserting the parameters shown in Figure 1, orbit by orbit, into equation (10) tests the anticipated linear rela-
tionship between Ne

2 and the PCE factor of equation (11). The results are shown in Figure 2, with different
symbols used to indicate the dates of observations. There is a strong correlation clearly present between
the PCE driving parameters and their resulting electron densities, with a linear correlation coefficient = 0.85
(with outliers included here and in Tables 1 and 2 discussed in the caption).

In the supporting information, we provide results for the inbound data sets at 135 km (Figures S1 and S2).

To explore the contributions of each parameter to the overall correlation, we used the 28 values of a given
parameter (as shown in Figure 1) in conjunction with constant values for its three companion parameters
(i.e., the sample averages from Table 1). The parameter-correlation results are summarized in Table 2. As is
evident visually from Figure 1, the neutral density of the primary ionized species (CO2) is the strongest

Table 1
Averages of Measured Parameters (Figure 1) With Their Standard Deviations in Units
and Percent Deviations

Parameter Average
Standard
deviation

Percent
deviation

Electron Density (e� cm�3) 1.5 × 105 1.3 × 104 8.2%
Solar Zenith Angle (deg) 12.7 0.6 4.6%
CO2 Density (CO2 cm

�3) 4.5 × 1010 1.4 × 1010 30.7%
Electron Temperature (K) 625.0 24.0 3.8%
Irradiance (W/m2) 1.7 × 10�3 4.1 × 10�5 2.5%
[Electron Density (e� cm�3)]2 2.3 × 1010 3.7 × 109 15.9%
cos (SZA) 0.975 0.002 0.2%
(Te)

0.7 90.6 2.4 2.6%

Figure 2. Comparison of squared values of the electron density (Ne) observed by the LPW instrument with the product of the four variables defined by the PCE factor
(FPCE) (see text and equations (10) and (11)). The observations for FPCE come from LPW (Te), NGIMS (CO2), and EUVM (irradiance), with SZA provided by the MAVEN
ephemeris. Different symbols are used to indicate the dates of observations. The outlier (low) value on 19 April 2015 occurred when a solar wind enhancement
caused a dramatic lowering of the ionopause (h ~ 240 km), as noted in a prior study (Mendillo et al., 2017), probably introducing dynamical effects upon local PCE
conditions. The two (Ne)

2 values associated with the highest PCE factors correspond to the first values on April 17 and 18 in Figure 1. At present we are unable to
determine if the two Ne observations are anomalously low, if the two CO2 observations are anomalously high, or reasons exist for non-PCE behavior.
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contributor, dominating the overall correlation. (During MAVEN’s
subsequent deep-dip #4 campaign of September 2015, Vogt et al.
(2017) also found CO2 to dominate variability under extreme solar
terminator conditions (SZA = 89°–94°) at midlatitudes (~45°S).)
The solar irradiance changes shown in Table 2 contributed the least
to variability, as anticipated from Figure 1. The small changes in
small SZAs result in a negative correlation of no actual statistical sig-
nificance (1σ for <cos (SZA) > = 0.2% in Table 1). The dependence
of Ne on Te via the chemical recombination loss process
(equation (7)) provides an unanticipated result of a negative corre-
lation to be discussed in more detail below.

To show the consistency between the inbound and outbound sets of observations, their independent corre-
lation results between Ne

2 and the PCE factors can be summarized as follows:

(inbound data—with a correlation coefficient of 0.88):

N2
e 1010 e�=cm3

� �2h i
¼ 1:01þ 2:06 irradiance� cos SZAð Þ � n CO2ð Þ � Teð Þ0:7

� �
(12)

(outbound data—with a correlation coefficient of 0.85):

N2
e 1010 e�=cm3

� �2h i
¼ 1:29þ 1:58 irradiance� cos SZAð Þ � n CO2ð Þ � Teð Þ0:7

� �
(13)

(All data—with a correlation coefficient of 0.85):

N2
e 1010 e�=cm3

� �2h i
¼ 1:19þ 1:74 irradiance� cos SZAð Þ � n CO2ð Þ � Teð Þ0:7:

� �
(14)

The overall conclusion is that PCE conditions are well applied at 135 km, with the dominance of CO2 variabil-
ity being the key parameter that accounts for Ne variability during this period of solar quiescent conditions.

4.2. A Closer Look at Solar Irradiances

MAVEN is the first satellite at Mars to make detailed observations of the Sun’s ultraviolet emissions directly
related to the physics of the Martian upper atmosphere and ionosphere. In our analysis above, we used
one of the EUVM’s data products to characterize the photon flux versus wavelength at the top of the
Martian atmosphere for each of the 6 days of the deep-dip #2 campaign. We assumed that the irradiance
reaching 135 km was a relatively constant fraction of the topside fluxes. The irradiances were summed over
the wavelength range 5–90 nm as subsolar values (Figure 1, fifth panel), with solar zenith angle effects shown
separately (second panel), in order to assess their different contributions via equations (10) and (11). Here we
explore a refinement to that approach by computing the fluxes that reach 135 km for each orbit. We use the
NGIMS profiles of major atmospheric constituents (CO2, N2, O, and CO) for each outbound orbit segment,
together with their absorption and ionization cross sections, to calculate photon degradation versus
wavelength from 350 km down to a height of 135 km, (Thiemann et al., 2017). While the EUVM instrument
did not take measurements during some of the early orbits (#1058–1065), 21 of the 28 orbits could be used.
For some of the orbits (1066–1069 and 1083–1086) only a daily average was possible. The results are shown
in Figure 3. The computational scheme takes into account changing solar zenith angles with height, and thus,
the data points in Figure 3 give summed irradiance (0.1–93 nm) at the top of the atmosphere (black asterisks)
and at 135 km within the atmosphere (green squares).

There are several items to note.

1. The values for top of the atmosphere are similar to the combined effects in Figure 1 (second and fifth
panels).

2. The values at 135 km have lower magnitudes by a ratio of 0.87. This corresponds to an optical depth of
τ ~ 0.2, consistent with a subsolar production maximum below 135 km (Martinis et al., 2003; Mayyasi &
Mendillo, 2015).

Table 2
PCE Parameter Sensitivity Summary

Parameters that vary daily Correlation coefficient

All 0.85
cos(SZA) �0.29
n(CO2) 0.84
Te �0.24
Irradiance 0.04
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3. Using the 21 irradiance values (denoted EUV) at 135 km in place of the Fsun × cos(SZA) terms in
equation (10), the correlation equation (11) becomes

N2
e 1010 e�=cm3

� �2h i
¼ 0:84þ 3:06 EUV� n CO2ð Þ � Teð Þ0:7

� �
(15)

with the associated Figure S3 in the supporting information. The correlation coefficient increased from 0.845
(i.e., when using daily values in equation (13) and their minor variations shown in Table 1) to 0.870 here with
orbit-by-orbit values.

We conclude that conducting our correlation analysis using orbit-by-orbit calculations of the solar irradiance
reaching the satellite height of 135 km does indeed result in an improvement over using daily values of irra-
diance at the top of the atmosphere. Yet the number of orbits that could be handled in this way suffered a
reduction of 25% (28 to 21). Given the modest difference in the correlations and 6 days of relatively quiet
Sun conditions, it is preferable to use the larger data set of 28 orbit parameters in the analyses to follow.

4.3. Variability Beyond PCE Conditions

The strong correlation shown in Figure 2 still exhibits variability beyond that portrayed by the linear relation-
ship in equation (13). We computed the departures from the linear fit in Figure 2 and show these in Figure 4.
Note that we keep to the use of electron density squared as defined by equation (11). The results thus
describe the overall variability (6.3%) of Ne

2 due to the influence of non-PCE drivers, as well as to uncertainties
in the measurements. Removal of the outlier value reduces the average observed departure from PCE condi-
tions from 6.3% to 5.5%. Thus, an average departure of ~6% for Ne

2 leads to an average departure of Ne from
PCE condition to be ~3%. Uncertainties of 3% are within observational capabilities, and thus, we consider all
forms of variability accounted for in this PCE data set. Of course, this conclusion pertains to this particular
period of observations that occurred during a 6 day span of very minor solar variability.

5. Discussion
5.1. Application of PCE Theory

As described by equation (8), the derivation of the PCE equation relating observed electron density to its solar
and atmospheric drivers is most appropriate for midday conditions (when dNe/dt ~ 0). It should be least
appropriate for solar terminator regions when dNe/dt achieves maximum positive (at dawn) and maximum

Figure 3. Comparison of irradiance values at the top of the ionosphere (black asterisks) and at 135 km (green squares) for orbits 1066 to 1086. For each orbit, the
degradation of photon fluxes versus wavelength through the observed atmosphere is calculated following methods described in Thiemann et al. (2017) (see text).
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negative (at dusk) values. Yet prior to the radio remote sensing observations from the radar experiments
(MARSIS) on MEX and MAVEN’s new in situ data, the vast majority of ionospheric studies relied upon radio
occultation experiments (ROX) that occurred close to the terminators. One of the many results that came
from ROX data sets was that the maximum electron density of the Martian ionosphere did not correlate
particularly well with solar drivers when the solar radio flux proxy (F10.7) was used. As shown in
equation (8), Ne should correlate with [flux (subsolar) cos (SZA)]γ, where γ = 0.50. It became common to
compare the various reports of γ ≠ 0.5 from different sets of observations (e.g., Hantsch & Bauer, 1990),
perhaps giving the impression (erroneously) that the PCE law’s dominance at hmax needed re-evaluation.
Similar results occurred for Titan’s ionosphere, for example, with γ = 0.54 reported by Edberg et al. (2013).
Girazian and Withers (2013) summarized the results from many past studies for Mars and found that
published values of γ have ranged from 0.24 to 0.44, with an average of 0.35 when F10.7 was used. Such
issues existed in spite of earlier warnings of the poor correlations between actual EUV data and F10.7
(Hinteregger, 1981). When Girazian and Withers (2013) re-analyzed ROX data using actual solar irradiance
values from the TIMED-SEE instrument (using 2903 Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) profiles with SZA = 71–80°),
the PCE value of γ = 0.5 was obtained. This points out that PCE conditions can be used even during periods
of rapid change (sunrise/sunset) because the time constant for chemical loss (τc = (α Ne)

�1 approximately a
few minutes) is still much smaller than that for plasma diffusion at heights below ~170 km (Fox & Yeager,
2006; Mendillo et al., 2011).

For conditions where plasma dynamics is imposed upon the ionosphere, for example, from enhanced solar
wind flow, plasma can be moved horizontally across the sunrise/sunset meridians (Cui et al., 2015a;
Withers et al., 2012). Under such conditions, the topside shapes of Ne(h) profiles might depart from PCE
predictions (Mendillo et al., 2017). Similarly, when Cui et al. (2015b) took into account changes in electron
temperature across the terminator, they derived a value of γ = 0.55. In this study, we avoided all such
questionable applications of PCE theory by examining observations at a height (135 km) where both vertical
and horizontal transport would be minimal and at midday periods (SZA = 4°–10°) when dNe/dt ~ 0. The
conformity of observations with PCE theory was found to be robust to within the accuracy limits of
MAVEN’s instruments.

5.2. Role of Electron Temperature

Perhaps, themost unanticipated aspect of our study was theminimal influence of electron temperature upon
the PCE solution for electron density. Two major findings about electron temperatures have become

Figure 4. The departures of (electron density)2 from its linear relationship to PCE conditions depicted in Figure 2. The average value is 6.3%. If the outlier value
discussed in Figure 2 for orbit #1071 (19 April 2015) is omitted, the average departure becomes 5.5%. The same analysis using the inbound data appears in
Figure S4 in the supporting information.
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apparent from multiple MAVEN studies: (1) Te values near the peak of the ionosphere are often in the
600–700 K range, more than a factor of 2 above previous estimates using Viking data merged with the
assumption of thermal equilibrium (Te = Ti = Tn) at the height of peak electron density (see review in Matta
et al., 2014) and (2) an anticorrelation is often found between electron densities and electron temperatures
(Ergun et al., 2015; Vogt et al., 2017). In its simplest form, PCE theory predicts a positive correlation between
Ne and Te that arises from the Te dependence in the recombination rate of O2

+ and e�, as shown in the
derivation leading to equation (8). A warm electron population recombines with O2

+ more slowly than would
occur with a cooler electron gas, and thus, Ne remains high (Cui et al., 2015b; Withers et al., 2014; Vogt et al.,
2017). While that is certainly true, quantitatively it is a small effect. For example, with Ne ~ (Te)

0.35 from
equation (8), values of Ne change by <±3% when Te changes from 650 K by ±50 K, well within the observa-
tional accuracies possible for Te and Ne.

A full treatment of the multiple competing processes that determine the electron temperature at Mars
appears in Matta et al. (2014, and earlier studies referenced therein). For a fixed source of electron heating,
the resultant Te depends upon the number of electrons available to share that heat. Thus, low Ne densities
have the highest Te values (and vice versa). Hence, a steady state solution leads to an anticorrelation between
Ne and Te. Competing with this plasma heat-sharing process is an important loss of electron heat via collisions
with neutral gases. As shown in Matta et al. (2014) and as recently discussed in MAVEN-based studies, the
major heat loss mechanism for electrons arises from their collisions with the highly abundant CO2 molecules.
Thus, our findings of Ne correlated with CO2 via the photoionization process, while Ne is simultaneously antic-
orrelated with Te due to enhanced collisional cooling when CO2 is more abundant, are both in agreement
with basic PCE and thermal balance processes.

5.3. Dynamical Role of CO2

A previous modeling study by Martinis et al. (2003) dealt with Martian ionospheric variability arising from day-
to-day changes in solar activity. TheMGSdata set they selected hadMars in opposition so that solar fluxesmea-
sured at Earth could be applied at Mars with only the (distance)�2 correction. Holding the neutral atmosphere
constant for 17 days, the daily changes in the Sun’s XUV irradiance were used to calculate day-to-day electron
density profiles,Ne(h). The Nmax values from thosemodel profiles gave a variability of ±6%, while the MGS radio
occultation profiles showed an observed variability ±5%. This agreement suggested that if day-to-day changes
in solar irradiance could account for all of the observed variability, any changes in other parameters (e.g., CO2

concentrations and electron temperatures) at the height of unit optical depth must have been minimal.

In the present study, we explored the opposite situation: when MAVEN had observational evidence that solar
variability was very small for the 6 day period 17–22 April 2015, there were nevertheless considerable varia-
tions in electron density at a fixed height (135 km), constant latitude (equatorial), and identical local time
(noon). Virtually all of this variability was driven by changes in the dominant neutral gas (CO2) that was
ionized at 135 km. In this section we describe the origin of these CO2 changes that account for electron den-
sity variations produced under photo-chemical-equilibrium conditions.

Starting with Figure 1, the third panel gave the time history (orbit by orbit) of CO2 densities observed during
MAVEN’s outbound encounters of h = 135 km. There is an apparent randomness to the pattern, with only the
slightest hint that a maximum orminimum value occurs (roughly) every third point or so. With MAVEN having
an orbit of ~4.5 h, three consecutive samplings occur close to the semidiurnal cadence. An alternate way of
portraying the same data is to plot them versus longitude, and that is done in Figure 5. In Figure 5 (top), the
data points are identified by daily codes and (even with only 28 observations) a double-cycle (“wave-2”)
pattern can be inferred. Figure 5 (middle) shows average < CO2 > values versus longitude, while Figure 5
(bottom) shows that pattern in percent change from themean. In each of these representations a wave-2 pat-
tern is clearly present.

The existence of a wave-2 longitudinal variation in a measurement of Mars’ atmosphere from a quasi Sun-
synchronous platform like MAVEN is not unexpected. It is linked to the dominance of wave-2 topography
at low latitudes (Forbes & Hagan, 2000; Moudden & Forbes, 2008; Withers et al., 2003), which, in turn, mod-
ulates the thermal excitation of tides near Mars’ surface. The dominant tide producing this effect is the east-
ward propagating diurnal tide with zonal wave number s = �1 (DE1), which is in near-resonance in Mars’
atmosphere (Zurek, 1988). See the appendix for tide terminology. In addition to the large wave-2 variation
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in thermosphere density seen in near-equatorial Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) data (e.g., Withers et al., 2003),
analyses of MAVEN data also reveal a strong wave-2 structure (England et al., 2016; Lo et al., 2015). For
instance, limb-scan observations with the Imaging Ultraviolet Spectrograph analyzed by Lo et al. (2015)
showed that along the equator the derived CO2 densities revealed a strong wave-2 component (their
Figures 2 and 3). The peak densities occurred at 75°E and 225°E, with amplitudes approaching the
30% levels shown in our Figure 5. Furthermore, an examination of solar fluxes verifies that variable
thermosphere heating is not a source of the observed CO2 density variations in Figure 1. We thus
conclude that the ionospheric variability shown in Figure 1 (first panel) is due to PCE processes at 135 km
driven by CO2 variability associated with nonmigrating tides.

Figure 5. The distribution of CO2 densities versus longitude for outbound orbits. (top) Data points with symbols to indicate date of observation. (middle) Averages of
the points in top panel versus longitude. (bottom) Percent deviations of the points in the middle panel with respect to their sample average. Figure 7 (next section)
will show a similar analysis for the inbound data set described in the supporting information.
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5.4. Ionospheric Production Within a Thermosphere With Nonmigrating Tides

As described in section 3, the electron densities observed by LPW are in charge neutrality with O2
+ even

though the initial ions formed are CO2
+. Thus, production of CO2

+ is essentially equal to the electron produc-
tion rate. Seth et al. (2006) conducted modeling studies of the tidal influence upon CO2

+ production and
found that the dominant effect was a wave-4 pattern, followed in magnitude by wave-2 effects. Their simula-
tions were done to match MGS observations conducted at higher latitudes (50°–70°N) and for larger solar
zenith angles (~78°) than in our study (~0° latitude and SZA ~13°). Nevertheless, this prompted us to examine
the inbound data shown in the supporting information collected at latitudes somewhat south of the equator
(~5°–10°S and SZA ~ 7°) to search for tidal influences away from the equator.

Figure 6 shows the latitude-longitude distribution of all available NGIMS observations of CO2 at 135 km
during the 6 day campaign. The symbols are the same as used in previous figures to denote dates, with out-
bound points in red and inbound in blue. As discussed above, the 28 outbound data points are all clustered
near the equator (0.2°S ± 0.5°). The 28 inbound points fall between 4° and 11°S (average ~ 7°S ± 2.4°), with
two subgroups: 17–19 and April 20–22 April. These have average latitudes of ~5°S and ~10°S, respectively.
Figure 7 gives the CO2 density values (top), their variability patterns in percent at ~5°S, ~10°S (middle), and
their overall average variability in percent (bottom). These are to be compared with results from the out-
bound passes shown in Figure 5. The CO2 density values show a mild latitude gradient away from the equa-
tor (top). More surprising are the percent variability patterns in Figure 7 (middle and bottom). There is clearly
a departure from the well-defined wave-2 pattern seen at the equator. This transition from a wave-2 to a
wave-4 pattern occurs over a surprisingly small range of latitudes. The average amplitude in percent for
the inbound data set (Figure 7, bottom) is about half that found for the outbound data at the equator
(Figure 5, bottom).

Consistent with the above MAVEN results, Withers et al. (2003) found a significant (~18%) wave-4 component
in MGS accelerometer data at 130 km near Ls = 60° and between �15° and +15° latitude (their Figure 8).
Similar to the situation at Earth (Forbes et al., 2008; Truskowski et al., 2014), Mars general circulation models
(Angelats i Coll et al., 2004; Moudden & Forbes, 2008) indicate that wave-4 in Mars’ thermosphere is attribu-
table to DE3 and SE2 tidal components associated with wave-4 topography. Since these waves can coexist at
low latitudes, it is plausible that interference effects between them can produce abrupt changes in total

Figure 6. Locations of MAVEN’s measurements of CO2 densities at 135 km during the period 17–22 April 2015. All observations pertain to local noon (near subsolar)
conditions. Different symbols are used for each day, with red for outbound and blue for inbound data. Note that the outbound points are all clustered near the
equator, while the inbound points are near 5°S for 17–19 April and near ~10°S for 20–22 April (see text).
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wave-4 amplitude with latitude similar to that seen in our MAVEN observations, depending on local time,
longitude and season.

Finally, while considerable research has been conducted on tidal effects within the Martian ionosphere, the
observational parameter most often examined was the height of maximum electron density, hmM2 (e.g.,
Bougher et al., 2001; Cahoy et al., 2006). The tidal signatures upon hmM2 are altitude peaks and troughs versus
longitude resulting from expansion and contractions of the neutral atmosphere. From PCE theory, the height
of unit optical depth (approximately peak ionospheric production) thus varies—but not the maximum
electron density (NmM2). Here we examined the electron density at a fixed height (135 km) and the tidal
signatures appeared clearly in the observed electron densities.

Figure 7. Longitude distribution of MAVEN’s CO2 observations at 135 kmmade during the inbound orbit segments of 17–22 April 2015. (top) The CO2 densities using
the same daily symbols as in Figure 5. (middle) The average variability patterns using percent changes from mean values for the subsets of data near 5°S and
10°S, respectively. (bottom) The overall average variability (in percent) using all data points. The persistently low values at longitude ~345°E in Figures 5 and 7 will
be the topic of a separate study.
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6. Summary and Conclusions

We have analyzed a set of MAVEN observations that provided an optimal test of photo-chemical-equilibrium
processes in the Martian ionosphere. Our findings for the period of 17–22 April 2015 are as follows:

1. During a 6 day time span of very low solar variability, the electron density (Ne) at a fixed height (135 km)
near the peak of the Martian ionosphere showed orbit-to-orbit variability (σ ≈ 8%) during midday condi-
tions close to the subsolar latitude.

2. The major driver for the observed Ne variability was found to be the changing densities of CO2 that are
ionized to form the ionosphere.

3. Variations in electron temperature (Te) were observed to be anticorrelated with the electron densities;
variations in the Te-dependent loss rate were shown to be negligible.

4. The Te variability was anticorrelated with CO2 densities and thus explained by variable cooling of the elec-
tron gas to changing CO2 densities.

5. With changes in solar flux, solar zenith angle, and electron temperature all secondary sources of variability
for this period, the observed changes in CO2 densities versus longitude illuminated the strong role that
nonmigrating tides in the thermosphere can have upon ionospheric variability.

6. Additional studies using the more abundant data for heights above 135 km can probe the altitude extent
of PCE conditions for different seasons, latitudes, and local times.

7. MAVEN’s multiparameter observations during low activity portions of the solar cycle set important base-
line conditions that will help understand the more dramatic changes in the ionosphere that occur during
flare and coronal mass ejection events.

Appendix A: Tide Terminology

A spectrum of thermal tides is forced in a rotating planetary atmosphere by the absorption of solar radiation.
Each spectral component is periodic in time and longitude with a frequency nΩ that is a subharmonic of the
planetary rotation rate (Ω= 2π sol�1) where n = 1, 2, 3, etc. refers to diurnal, semidiurnal, terdiurnal, etc., and
an integer zonal wave number (s) that is positive (negative) for tides propagating to the west (east). The nota-
tion DWs(SWs) or DEs(SEs) is often used to denote a westward or eastward propagating diurnal(semidiurnal)
tide, respectively, with zonal wave number = s. From a Sun-synchronous (constant local time) perspective, the
longitudinal structure that is seen has a longitudinal wave number equal to |s � n| (Forbes & Hagan, 2000)
and is due to the presence of nonmigrating tides (s ≠ n), i.e., those that do not migrate with the apparent
motion of the Sun to a ground-based observer (Chapman & Lindzen, 1970).
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